Grantsville City unveils new $465K fire engine

Commander fire engine was ordered in July 2017 and it's been a long wait since for Grantsville City Fire Chief Bob Critchlow. The fire engine arrived last Thursday, after it was driven from the South Dakota factory to Lake Point, and will put the department’s 1992 engine into semi-retirement, and will put the department’s 1992 engine into semi-retirement, seating for five firefighters, instead of the four seats in the department’s 1993 engine. The decals arrive on Thursday and the department’s 1993 engine will be used as a supply truck.

TUESDAY October 30, 2018
DOMESTIC VIOLENCE VIGIL

STEVE HOWE

The Tooele City Fire Department will sponsor a vigil to remember domestic violence victims on Tuesday at 5 p.m.

The event will be held in front of the Tooele City Library.

The vigil will feature a moment of silence, a candlelight vigil, and a speaker from the Tooele County Health Department about the impact of domestic violence.

The vigil is open to the public and will provide an opportunity for community members to come together to remember those who have lost their lives to domestic violence and to support survivors.

6 cows killed in SR-36 rollover

STEVE HOWE

A semi-truck carrying 105 cows crossed the center line of SR-36 near Grantsville on Monday afternoon, killing all six of the cows and causing a traffic delay.

The driver of the semi-truck, 37, was cited for crossing the center line and causing a traffic accident.

The accident caused a traffic delay and reopened the road after two hours.

Michigan man arrested, charged after high-speed pursuit on I-80

STEVE HOFMANN

A man was arrested and charged after he led police on a high-speed chase on Interstate 80.

The man, 28, was arrested after a pursuit on I-80 near Grantsville.

The man was driving a white Chevrolet Impala at speeds over 100 mph on I-80.

The man was charged with evading, reckless driving, and drug possession.

The man has a history of similar offenses.

Man pays fine on library book 84 years overdue

STEVE HOWE

A man paid a fine of $3 on a book that was overdue 84 years.

The man paid the fine on a book that was overdue from 1934.

The fine was $3.

The man’s family said that they were happy to pay the fine.

The book was overdue for over 84 years.
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Celebrate Creativity

TUESDAY October 30, 2018

The Tooele County Arts Guild is holding a art show entitled “Celebrating Creativity.” Artists were awarded first, second and third place in amateur and professional divisions along with honorable mentions. Pictured: Lynea Galvin-best of show, amateur; Donna Anderson-honorable mention, Elizabeth Carter-best of show, amateur; and Holly Kahlo-honorable mention; Bonnie Grow-honorable mention; Bonnie Lee-first place in professional; Lee Featherstone-third place, amateur; Kayla Caps-winner first place in professional; and Holly Kahlo-honorable mention. Front from left: Nila Jane Autry awards Bonnie Lee a first-place ribbon in the professional division at the art show. Lee also was awarded the People’s Choice award and an honorable mention.

Attention Shoulder Pain Sufferers Between the Ages of 37 and 63...


THURS • NOVEMBER 1

6:30-7:30 PM

The Tooele County Arts Guild is holding an art show entitled “Celebrating Creativity.” Artists were awarded first, second and third place in amateur and professional divisions along with honorable mentions. Pictured: Lynea Galvin-best of show, amateur; Donna Anderson-honorable mention, Elizabeth Carter-best of show, professional; Fiona Kraft-honorable mention; Holly Kahlo-honorable mention; and Holly Kahlo-honorable mention. Front from left: Nila Jane Autry awards Bonnie Lee a first-place ribbon in the professional division at the art show. Lee also was awarded the People’s Choice award and an honorable mention.
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Experience and Insight

☑ Believes in government that is transparent and responsive to the citizens

☑ 10 years of proven restraint in the use of taxpayer’s money

☑ Will empower people and make millions dollar budgets

☑ I will be working to restore trust in Tooele County government

Remember you can drop your ballot in the mail (with postage by Nov. 5th, or bring it the polls on Nov 6th).

Paid for by the committee to elect Tom Tripp

How Do I Register for the Shoulder Pain & Rotator Cuff Workshop on Thursday, Nov. 1st

Dr. Kevin Bohman, Share The Success Formula at Meier & Marsh PT clinic at 1197 North Main Street, Tooele. Plus, We are Giving Away Special Bonuses Just For Coming. We Only Have 25 Seats Available.
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I will fight for:

☑ Local control of educational programs

☑ Adequate, equitable and responsive funding

☑ Safe, urban and rural school districts and solutions

Top Urban and Rural School Districts and Solutions

Vote for the committee to elect Tom Tripp
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VOTE TOM NEDREBERG
State School Board District 3

An Experienced Educator

Believes in government that is transparent and responsive to the citizens

10 years of proven restraint in the use of taxpayer’s money

Will empower people and make millions dollar budgets

I will be working to restore trust in Tooele County government

Remember you can drop your ballot in the mail (with postage by Nov. 5th, or bring it the polls on Nov 6th).

Paid for by the committee to elect Tom Tripp
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• Does your shoulder pop and grind if you move it the wrong way?

• Do you feel your pain will get worse if you don’t do anything about it?

If you answered YES to any of the questions (or have a stubborn spouse in denial!) – the FREE SHOULDER PAIN WORKSHOP may be a life changer for you...

Troy Marsh, Owner, Meier & Marsh Physical Therapy &

If you are confused and need to know answers, here’s some of what you will learn at this FREE SHOULDER PAIN & ROTATOR CUFF WORKSHOP ...

DR. KEVIN BOHMAN

If you answered YES to any of the questions (or have a stubborn spouse in denial!) – the FREE SHOULDER PAIN WORKSHOP may be a life changer for you...

Would you like to learn the 3 most common types of shoulder pain and how to identify it?

There is no injection, medication, surgery.

Do you have pain when you reach above your head or behind your back?

Kevin Bohman, Share The Success Formula at Meier & Marsh PT clinic at 1197 North Main Street, Tooele. Please Vote Tom Nedreberg State School Board District 3

How Do I Register for the Shoulder Pain & Rotator Cuff Workshop on Thursday, Nov. 1st from 6:30 to 7:30PM....

I will fight for:

☑ Adequate, equitable and responsive funding

☑ Local control of educational programs

☑ Safe, urban and rural school districts and solutions

Paid for by the committee to elect Tom Tripp
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Group sees economic development potential within county’s strengths

But EDCU leader suggests those strengths will become even stronger after county defines what it wants to be in the future

TJ MILLER

Tooele County’s economic future lies within its many assets and resources, according to Eric Tofler, president, CEO and president of Economic Development Corporation of Utah.

Tofler, along with Kent Finley of the Winston Front Reformation team, David Larson from Desert UAS, Tooele County Commissioner Mike Deaver, and Tooele County Councilor Shawn Mike, addressed a group of county business owners in the basement of the Tooele County building on Thursday.

The topic was economic development.

“We focus on natural assets and what you are already good at,” Finley said.

There is a list of assets that can be built in Tooele County, and with the launch of Desert UAS, Tooele County sees the county as a place for aerospace and defense related projects, according to Finley.

Striking a balance when it comes to new and expanding businesses. These assets include: transportation access, tons of available real estate, a county that works well with the state organization, close proximity to the largest economy in the state — Salt Lake County, proximity to the Inland Port, availability in real estate and construction, an airport located in the county, and a young population that gives employers confidence in the longevity of the base employees.

One weakness for Tooele County’s economic future is the lack of a general plan that clearly defines what Tooele County wants to be, according to Finley.

Finley suggested that the local plan needs to be responsive of their wishes and the things that make them unique and things that drive the quality of life for a community.

Finley said “but also there is this notion that there needs to be some future planning, Tooele County must be prepared to be, and our job is to go out and market whatever that is.”

Finley suggested that the general land use plan should preserve large open areas for future development.

EDCU or a private nonprofit organization is on the wish list for state and local government and private industry to attract companies to Tooele County.

“The question is, how do we pare down our assets and focus on what we want to do?”

According to Tofler, the expansion of Utah businesses.

For the business to be successful there needs to be a general plan for the infrastructure that will make the business, “workable.” They can’t be hypothetical jobs. We’re talking about shovel ready projects.

EDCU or a private nonprofit organization is interested in working with the county and state governments to attract companies to both counties, according to Scott Milne.

The concept for the business park is from 60 buildings varying in size from 1,000 square-feet to 35,000 square-feet. It also shows a rail line built on around railroad rights of way, providing rail access.

The business park will provide jobs for Tooele County residents, the economic development, the organization’s grand opening, according to Milne.

HEALTHY ADVANTAGE PLUS HMO

More ways to save

$0 Monthly Plan Premium

Call (844) 653-0986, TTY 711

7 days a week, 8 a.m. to 8 p.m., local time.

Healthy Advantage Plus HMO is a Health Plan with a Medicare Certificate. Enrollment in Healthy Advantage Plus depends on contract renewal. Product offered by Molina Healthcare of Utah, Inc., a wholly owned subsidiary of Molina Healthcare, Inc. This information is available in other formats, includes operation and expenses. Costs are approximate, include operation and expenses. You will receive a tax-deductible receipt.


You’re important. Visit HealthyAdvantagePlus.org.

This Thanksgiving! You can give a delicious Thanksgiving dinner to a person for only $10!

For the second year in a row, we want to give the people of Tooele County the opportunity to give back to those less fortunate with a delicious Thanksgiving dinner. Molina Healthcare of Utah is excited to again partner with the Salt Lake City Mission to provide a Thanksgiving dinner to as many people as possible.

With your donation of $10 you can provide 274 delicious Thanksgiving dinners to those in need. This year we will be donating to the Salt Lake City Mission a trusted service provider for helping the homeless throughout the year.

You can give a delicious Thanksgiving dinner to a person for only $10. $542.52 provides 274 delicious Thanksgiving dinners.

Or you can provide 28 delicious Thanksgiving dinners for $55.44.

Or you can provide 547 delicious Thanksgiving dinners for $1,083.06.

Visit HealthyAdvantagePlus.org to donate today!
Giant mural being created on Wichita grain bins

WICHITA, Kan. (AP) — Drivers plowing south on Interstate 15 in north Wichita have been seeing the creations of a mural almost daily, usually while being painted on grain bins — a project that is being billed as the largest mural in a single county in North America.

Amanda Minjarez says the mural is designed to unite people who are physically, emotionally or mentally divided by the interstate. It will show members of surrounding Hispanic and African-American neighborhoods reaching out to each other. All of the figures in the mural are based on photographs of people who currently live or have lived in the neighborhoods in the past. The Wichita Eagle reported that Minjarez, who describes herself as an artist, is using these photographs, their relations, reflections and conversations to create an image that can only make you feel good about yourself and your community and your people,” Minjarez said.

The artwork was designed and is being painted by Gló, a street artist born and raised in Galo, Colombia.

Minjarez said the spring grain elevators across north Wichita look like physical barriers between different neighborhoods, but she also offered a giant canvas as an opportunity.

He created an organization called Horizontes, which means “horizons” in Spanish. He received a $100,000 grant last year from the Knight Foundation, an initiative through the Knight Foundation which makes “new ideas that make the 26 communities where Knight invests more vibrant places to live and work.”

The 26 city-communities where the Knight Foundation invests include Wichita. The website is www.horizontesnorthwic.com.

It was a simple statement — a project that is being billed as the largest mural in a single county in North America.

What if your local government, without warning, changed zoning ordinances that negatively impacted your property and way of life? 

Public hearing notice

Without public legal notice, you may be caught unaware when it comes to important rezoning hearings that could critically change your community.

Visit Info.UtahLegals.com

This year, you should vote... 

Prop 6 for a better form of government

Vote Yes on Tooele County Prop 6

This new form of government is cheaper, smarter, and more representative:

• Recommended by volunteer citizen committee based on 2,500 hours of research and community engagement

• Council-Manager is the most widely used form of government in the nation for counties of our size

• Proper separation of Executive and Legislative duties

• Better ideas: 5 Council members creating solutions instead of 3

• Less expensive: Cost of entire council = 1 commissioner w/ benefits

• Manager hired for qualifications rather than popularity

• Immediate accountability Manager keeps their job based on performance

It’s time to implement a County Government that works for the people. It’s time for a better form of government.

Vote Yes on Prop 6 — It’s for a better future.
Makenna Roberts

**ENTER TO WIN**
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**COUNTDOWN TO COLLEGE**

**Bargain Buggy's**

MR. FRANCIE AUFDEMORTE/TTB PHOTO

**TOOELE TRANSCRIPT BULLETIN**

Grantsville Fire Chief Rob Critchlow said the new fire engine includes the latest technology to help the department efficiently fight fires. Critchlow and two other fire fighters went to the Rosenbauer plant in Pennsylvania to inspect the engine, which was delivered through the Grant Fire Apparatus of Idaho.

Note that the engine has arrived, the fire department will begin training fire fighters on the new truck. The department also plans to host an open house either in Grantsville on the new engine by

**Bargain Buggy's**

Students in all grades and their parents are invited. There is something for everyone!

**CALL NOW & SAVE ON YOUR NEXT PRESCRIPTION**

Mailing Address: World Health Link, PO Box 42 Station Main Winnipeg, MB R3C 2B1 Canada

**TUESDAY October 30, 2018**
Salt Lake airport considers pushing outside small planes

SALT LAKE CITY (AP) — Salt Lake City officials have approved a plan to shift some small planes from busy operations at Salt Lake International Airport to a nearby airport. The plan aims to reduce noise and increase safety for communities nearby. The airport is engaged in a multi-year project to replace the current runway. The shift of small planes will allow for a quieter environment in surrounding areas. The project is expected to be completed in 2023.

Disposal

continued from page A1

Salt Lake airport officials have decided to expand their small-plane operations to another airport to better handle busy air traffic. The decision was made because the current facility is no longer able to handle the increase in air traffic. Officials are looking to other airports in the region for potential sites to build a new facility. The airport is undergoing a multi-million dollar improvement project to upgrade its facilities and increase capacity. The project is expected to be completed in 2022.

State board has denied EnergySolutions' request for a rule exemption to allow its Clive facility (above) to accept depleted uranium from mid-level reprocessing facilities.

DOMINO said, “but when you listen to the airlines and take a look at the operations over a year, it adds up to 175 seconds apart. That’s not what we’re talking about here.”

BioSpectrum consultant Doug Sagers noted that the airport has already undergone several performance assessments that have determined the facility has exceeded the one metric ton limit, Clive is located in the middle of the state, and the airport has the capability to handle a larger number of small planes. The decision to shift small planes was made to improve safety and reduce noise levels in surrounding communities. The airport is expected to complete the shift in 2023.


douglassagers.com

Salt Lake City, are options. The suggestion came during an open meeting in which airport officials announced a general aviation master plan for the three airports. Domino said, “it is still in the early stages.”

Denison said more general aviation activities at the Salt Lake City International Airport center around small planes operated by companies, such as the new Uber Air service which plans to use Salt Lake as one of its hubs. The airport currently has 178,000 annual takeoffs and landings, with 42,000 of those being general aviation planes.

Salt Lake International Airport has 37,000 annual takeoffs and landings, with 7,000 of those being general aviation planes. The airport is also home to the Salt Lake County Fire Department and the Utah Highway Patrol. The airport is located next to the Salt Lake City International Airport.
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At first glance, you might think this truck is just another classic car. But give it a second look, and you'll see there's more to the 1946 Dodge WC Pickup than initially meets the eye.

With metal spiders clinging to the headlights, skeleton hands clutching the stacks, plastic crystal doorknobs installed in the suicide doors, red wine bottles acting as taillights and license plates making up the truck's floor, this "rat rod" is as unique as it is creative.

Dodge and Chris Thompson, of Lake Point, originally found the truck three years ago in a wrecking yard. They purchased it from McBride Auto Wrecking in Grantsville.

Chris Thompson says the custom couple has named it Rattilda. The Thompsons have customized the car and even have its own Facebook page.

Lake Point couple restores 1946 classic truck with a creative twist

An old metal lawn chair (above) is now the driver's seat in Rattilda. Chris Thompson came up with a lot of the ideas (above right and right) for the custom features on the truck. Dodge Thompson says he figures out how to make them—like the spider headlights made out of concrete pencil rods.
"Let's put it on it." … It has and we liked that, and said. "It was not ever really instead, the project took on a set out specifically to create unique. The couple did not for how they could make it different cars. However, restor- Dohme has rebuilt several dif- erent cars. However, restor- ing yard owned by Dennis with them."

They're here in Utah," Dodge into it (car shows) a lot, too. raising dogs toward restoring and Chris started attending away from keeping horses and their hobbies have shifted around."

In the past seven years, In the past seven years, raising dogs toward restoring and Chris started attending away from keeping horses and their hobbies have shifted around."

It's really not Halloween, It's really not Halloween, it's our closest cousin," Chris said. "It's not ever really planned. We just liked this, and we said Let's put it on it and we were happy with that."

"It was actually pretty shocked about the response we got (at shows)," Dodge said. "Everybody loves it." It's amazing how many people come over it. Even (at my house) I'm famous. My vehicle will stop and talk to me about it. I didn't expect it to have a lot of good.

Although the track has come a long way since the Thunder found it in the wrecking yard, Dodge said there are still a lot of histories he and Chris would like to do, such as doing drag cars and a new-and-improved track-bed. The hampers won't be made from real doghouses, but Dodge has plans to make props that look like the real thing. He hopes to find a mechanism that will enable the track bed to shift, similar to a dump truck.

"It will probably be a never- ending project," he said. Dodge is only working on Rattilda. On one of his other current projects is restoring a 1931 Chevy Coupe. He works on it a few more times a week but he — often working in the evening and on week- ends to get the vehicles to come our right.

With Rattilda's unexpected popularity, he and Chris are also discussing the possibility of creating other car-themed to sell to car enthusiasts.
I am running because our politicians are forgetting the basics.

My husband and I know what it takes to put food on our family’s table while paying a mortgage and keeping up with life. The working class is who make it all happen, and we need a senator that understands the challenges and is a fierce advocate for the families that are the engine of our communities.

CALL ME: 801.520.8125 - electclarecollard.com
Grantsville finished strong, advances to second day in Class 3A state tournament

Defensive stances held firm for Grantsville in the second half on Saturday as the Thunderbirds defeated rival Thunder Ridge, 39-13, to advance to the second day of the Class 3A state tournament.

The Thunderbirds (7-3) also defeated Grantsville on Oct. 27, 2017, in the quarterfinals of the 3A state tournament. This year, the Thunderbirds defeated Grantsville in the first round of the Class 3A state tournament.

Grantsville finished the regular season 6-2, but the Thunderbirds finished 3-1 in Region 17 play, earning the No. 3 seed in the 3A state tournament.

On Saturday, the Thunderbirds scored the game’s first 15 points, including two touchdowns by senior quarterback Duce Shyne and a 27-yard field goal by Keoni Fotheringham.

Grantsville was held to 13 points in the second half, after scoring 25 points in the second half of their previous game against Grantsville.

“We were a lot more physical today,” Grantsville coach Rob Christiansen said. “They have a lot of explosive players, but we had a lot of good tackling and good defensive players today.”

The Thunderbirds scored on their first possession of the game, with Shyne running in from the 1-yard line for the first touchdown of the game. The successful two-point conversion was kicked by Fotheringham.

Grantsville then scored on its next possession, with Fotheringham kicking a 27-yard field goal. The Thunderbirds led 15-0 at the end of the first quarter.

Grantsville scored three more times in the second quarter, with Shyne running in from the 1-yard line for his second touchdown, and Fotheringham kicking a 21-yard field goal and a 34-yard field goal.

The Thunderbirds led 39-0 at the end of the first half.

Grantsville scored once in the third quarter and once in the fourth quarter, with Armand Shyne running in from the 2-yard line for his second touchdown and Fotheringham kicking a 37-yard field goal.

The Thunderbirds led 39-13 at the end of the third quarter.

Grantsville scored once in the fourth quarter, with Zayne Anderson running in from the 3-yard line for his second touchdown.

The Thunderbirds led 39-13 at the end of the fourth quarter.

Grantsville advances to the second day of the Class 3A state tournament, where they will play either Lehi or Payson.

Stansbury survives first round

Stansbury (7-3) appeared to have the game in hand after taking an early lead, but Grantsville (6-4) scored late in the game to pull within 13-10 and force overtime.
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We are surrounded by all kinds of refugees who need are help

Do you have enough savings for planned and unplanned expenses?

Enjoy pleasant family evenings on your own Stansbury Park’s own wakeboard lake!

- Beautiful Gated Community
- Only 30 minutes from Salt Lake City
- Community Beach with a Children’s Play Park
- Boatless Wakeboard System
- Aqua Park Playground

Choose from Many Different Floorplans & Lots on or off the Lake

- Upgrades are our standard
- Custom Home Builder
- Your plan or ours
- We can design your perfect home
- 40 Acre Lots
- Building Homes for over 30 years

Starting in the $400’s

Laramie Dunn & Lisa Neil
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Do you have enough savings for planned and unplanned expenses?

More than one in four consumers don’t save anything for unexpected events such as a home repair or health emergency,” says first author, lead of Internet Banking at CIT Bank. “Over another quarter report saving less than $2,000 annually in a savings account for insurance. How are consumers making ends meet? Fewer households have money set aside for a rainy day, another friend who stole a moment to catch up, put her head down on the office table, another extraordinary moment created a panorama of how his life has been changed by the taking-in of his daughter and her young children. He described how he has assumed a new, more responsible role in the marriage and teaching of his grandchildren. My heart was touched as he explained how living together has changed them. How they now show much more support for each other during emergencies. He has allowed them to become permanent patrons in a newly forged, cooperative venture into a brighter future. Our visit together opened my mind to the possibility that mutual, bigger futures can be created in our community whether refugees come to us from Colorado, California, Nigeria, Iraq or our own families. Thirty percent of all American households are now multi-generational. That means at least 30 percent of the population could be characterized as being smaller, yet as important, since members of a multi-generational household are more likely to have an emergency expense in the past year, but when it comes to financial preparedness for the unexpected, many fall short, according to CIT Bank’s new summer survey focusing on the capability of consumers to handle unexpected expenses. What’s more, the survey also found that many consumers don’t have the savings to afford the planned expenses of the vacations they take.

The Mystery of the Kibbutz: Eigalitarian Principles in a Capitalist World

Abramitzky sheds light on how kibbutzim successfully maintained equality during such a long period despite their inherent incentive problems. He defines the story of his own family’s experiences with kibbutz members with extensive economic and historical data. Abramitzky sheds light on the ideologies and institutional circumstances that helped kibbutzim overcome their economic contradictions. He demonstrates how the design of kibbutzim met the challenges of sharing resources in a capitalist world and evaluates the options to maintain such a system at any time. With no monthly maintenance fees, a minimum account balance requirement, and transaction capabilities, consumers can save without sacrificing their financial status throughout the process.
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The Mystery of the Kibbutz: Eigalitarian Principles in a Capitalist World

Abramitzky sheds light on how kibbutzim successfully maintained equality during such a long period despite their inherent incentive problems. He defines the story of his own family’s experiences with kibbutz members with extensive economic and historical data. Abramitzky sheds light on the ideologies and institutional circumstances that helped kibbutzim overcome their economic contradictions. He demonstrates how the design of kibbutzim met the challenges of sharing resources in a capitalist world and evaluates the options to maintain such a system at any time. With no monthly maintenance fees, a minimum account balance requirement, and transaction capabilities, consumers can save without sacrificing their financial status throughout the process.

Do you have enough savings for planned and unplanned expenses?
Half Price Books will be held the second Tuesday of the month at the Tooele County Library. The second Tuesday of the month will be for half-price books. Call Debbie at 435-843-4103.

Tooele Technical College

Tooele Technical College is accepting applications for a variety of programs. Most programs are geared toward adults returning to school or retraining for a new career. Most programs require some type of prior education or experience in the field being trained for. The Technical College is located at 1000 N. Main St. Tooele. Call 435-248-1800 or fax 435-248-9980 for more information. Email: grammar@tooeletc.com. Website: tooeletc.com

Ways to volunteer

Ways to volunteer include serving as a Mountain West Hospice volunteer. No experience is necessary. Call 435-860-6925 for more information. To become a Mountain West Hospice volunteer, you must be at least 16 years old. To apply or for more information, call 435-566-5938 and ask for Volunteer Services.

Tooele County Aging Services

Tooele County Aging Services offices are located at 1239 W. 2nd St., Tooele. Questions contact Adam at 480-829-7750 or 435-830-9784. The local Sons of Utah Pioneers Chapters and the Tooele Technical College are also included in this program. Please contact the Tooele Technical College for more information. Contact, call 435-840-3683.

Tooele County Homemakers

Tooele County Homemakers is from September to May. The meetings are held on the second Tuesday of each month at 9:30 a.m. on Jan. 16 in the Tooele City Library Meeting Room and on Feb. 20, March 27, April 24, May 22 and June 19. Questions contact Thiel at 435-830-9783 or 435-830-9784. The local Sons of Utah Pioneers Chapters and the Tooele Technical College are also included in this program. Please contact the Tooele Technical College for more information. Contact, call 435-840-3683.

Tooele County Homemakers, Jr.

Tooele County Homemakers, Jr. is from September to May. The meetings are held on the second Tuesday of each month at 9:30 a.m. on Jan. 16 in the Tooele City Library Meeting Room and on Feb. 20, March 27, April 24, May 22 and June 19. Questions contact Thiel at 435-830-9783 or 435-830-9784. The local Sons of Utah Pioneers Chapters and the Tooele Technical College are also included in this program. Please contact the Tooele Technical College for more information. Contact, call 435-840-3683.

Tooele County Homemakers, Sr.

Tooele County Homemakers, Sr. is from September to May. The meetings are held on the second Tuesday of each month at 9:30 a.m. on Jan. 16 in the Tooele City Library Meeting Room and on Feb. 20, March 27, April 24, May 22 and June 19. Questions contact Thiel at 435-830-9783 or 435-830-9784. The local Sons of Utah Pioneers Chapters and the Tooele Technical College are also included in this program. Please contact the Tooele Technical College for more information. Contact, call 435-840-3683.

Tooele County Homemakers, Jr.

Tooele County Homemakers, Jr. is from September to May. The meetings are held on the second Tuesday of each month at 9:30 a.m. on Jan. 16 in the Tooele City Library Meeting Room and on Feb. 20, March 27, April 24, May 22 and June 19. Questions contact Thiel at 435-830-9783 or 435-830-9784. The local Sons of Utah Pioneers Chapters and the Tooele Technical College are also included in this program. Please contact the Tooele Technical College for more information. Contact, call 435-840-3683.

Tooele County Homemakers, Sr.

Tooele County Homemakers, Sr. is from September to May. The meetings are held on the second Tuesday of each month at 9:30 a.m. on Jan. 16 in the Tooele City Library Meeting Room and on Feb. 20, March 27, April 24, May 22 and June 19. Questions contact Thiel at 435-830-9783 or 435-830-9784. The local Sons of Utah Pioneers Chapters and the Tooele Technical College are also included in this program. Please contact the Tooele Technical College for more information. Contact, call 435-840-3683.
Moments in Time

The History Channel

On Nov. 15, 1984, Karen Silkwood is killed. Karen Silkwood is a real-life人物 who was killed in 1974 while investigating safety issues at the Kerr McGee Nuclear Plant in Oklahoma. She had come forward with information about unsafes at the plant, and had been threatened with her life. After her death, the film "The Right Stuff" was released, which was based on her story.

On Nov. 14, 1941, Hitchcock makes its debut. "Psycho" is a psychological thriller directed by Alfred Hitchcock and starring Cary Grant. It is considered one of the most influential films in the history of cinema.

Transcript Bulletin

Graduations • Military

Even Exchange

by Donna Pettman

Even exchange one concept for another. The two answers differ from each other by only 1 or 2 letters, which has been already invented. For example, if you exchange A from middle to end for O, you get MSHELTER, a word for a shelter.

1. Why's an 'X' a mystery? B. Band in the road.
3. A: Date Storm-ray. B. Pages of the corner.
5. A: Nora Beren. B. J. Napi, etc.
8. A: Copyright. B. More of Dad R.
9. A: Lera. B. Purrin, Wern, etc.

By Donnacranston

In 1971, Koufax retired from baseball due to a recurring elbow injury. From 1964 to 1967, he played for the Los Angeles Dodgers at center field. His career was marked by his exceptional pitching skills, and he is considered one of the greatest pitchers in the history of baseball.

DEAR PAW’S CORNER:

I have an 8-month-old Golden Retriever puppy that we adopted from the shelter about six months ago. "Jake" is not the easiest of names to come by. My command, "Jake," is the one that made sense to him. In his world, he is known as "Lord Jake." — Roberta S., via email 

DEAR ROBERTA: Without being hand in hand to see you give commands, I’m going to guess that your roommate feels your voice is too high or doesn’t have enough authority when giving bad commands. The other part, that you’re not consistent — could be either that the current command isn’t given consistently, or that Jake doesn’t respond like you expect him to respond.

You may feel that you work with Jake plenty of times the week he should be following his training, and in a professional trainer may feel differently. And that’s what I’m going to suggest: Take Jake to a profession trader Group classes that are more intensive and scheduled on more consistent occasions.

So you’re a very effective and provides an opportunity to ask Jake. You’ll need to be present at all the sessions, remember, but you’ll get training, too.

One thing you’ll learn is how to develop a voice for giving commands. A trainer can give you feedback on how to shape your voice so that Jake recognizes that You Mean Business. You’ll learn how often to work with Jake at home on basic obedience. You’ll get solid techniques that will help you respond quickly to your commands, so we’ll be building a foundation. Look up a pro ASAP! The fear you can now help Jake work together, the happier you’ll both be.

Send your questions, comments or adoptions to: pawscorner.com.

© 2018 King Features Synd., Inc.

KOVELS Antiques & Collectibles

If you or others are interested in collecting antiques or collectibles, you might want to look into the world of antiques, collectibles, or vintage items.

For more collecting news, tips and information, visit: www.kovels.com

© 2018 King Features Synd., Inc.
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LISTINGS NEEDED!

Selling Homes for Top Dollar! How?

- Availability and Response to all Parties in a Timely Manner
- Experienced Negotiator: Corporate Experience
- Knowledge of all aspects of homes and properties.
- Honesty, Punctuality and Knowledge in Guiding
- Marketing to every eyeball searching.
- Availability and Response to all Parties in a

AERATION, POWER
TUESDAY  October 30, 2018

Jeff 435-775-1445

and framing. Snowre

Dale 435-843-769
pairs, remodeling
trical installs & re

Roy (435)850-918

$650

LISTINGS NEEDED!

• Marketing to every eyeball searching.
• Availability and Response to all Parties in a

Call for details

Place your classified ad in the classifieds. Call (435)882-0050 for assistance.

 ứng or service advertised in this newspaper. Advertisements are the sole responsibility of the advertiser.

CLASSIFIED LINE AD RATES

TWENTY WORDS OR LESS $25

MONTHLY RATE

50-100 words $50

25% extra for display ads

CLASSIFIED CLASSIFIED AD DEADLINES: Monday 4:45 p.m. for Tuesday edition • Wednesday 4:45 p.m. for Thursday edition

BECOME A SUB-

EEO Employer

CLASSIFIEDS

Now Renting

5 Bedroom home in town near hospital. Ragweed and mold free. $2200.

Call Shane Bergen 435.843.0717

AT&T Unlimited Talk

NEED A GREAT

Call us toda

and Text. Get a ne

Free estimates.

Custom painting,

mulch.

ice, Stump removal,
truck, Crane serv-

company. Licensed

Shane Bergen

855-708-7910

Medical Guardian -

ing Aids. 100

facturers.  Call

the cost is only $163.

from Major Insurance

Standing By. CALL

882-0050 or visit

882-5266

obedience training.

Tooele Valley Extra

on Tuesday or Thursday will automatically run in the

Classified ad deadlines: Monday 4:45 p.m. for Tuesday edition •  Wednesday 4:45 p.m. for Thursday edition

Classified ad deadlines: Monday 4:45 p.m. for Tuesday edition •  Wednesday 4:45 p.m. for Thursday edition

The cost is only $163. for

You may have just the

boat in the classi-

All you do is call th

VOUCHER PROGRAM.
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FOR RENT. 2 bedroom, 1 bath, 1600 sq. ft., 1 year lease. $600.00, no SMOKING, pet, 204 E. 8th St. Avoid scams. Call 435-843-3687.

Homes for Rent

Homes
SUNDOWNURY. New, spacious and well appointed townhome located on a quiet dead end street at 243 S. Newpark Ave. 3 bedrooms, 2.5 baths. 2,334 sq. ft. $1,000.00. No pets. Call 843-6304.

FURNACE
Limited time offer. *WAC $50 off

FOR SALE. Home in Grantsville, 4 bedrooms, 3 baths. 2,000 sq. ft. $249,900. Call 435-882-5333.

TOWN OF VERNON PROJECT FOR POLICE STATIONS "MINOR SERVICES"
The Town of Vernon is in the initial planning stage and is interested in arranging for the purchase and/or construction of public safety facilities (including police stations). This project may include outdoor paved parking and/or additional facilities. For questions or to express interest, please contact City Manager Mike Gurrero at mgurrero@vernonutah.us or by calling (801) 262-3220, and the Vernon Chamber of Commerce maintenance reception on as needed basis. The City may arrange for contractor bidding and allow the public to review contracts and the proposed plan. Additional information is available by contacting Mike Gurrero or contacting the Chamber at (435) 262-3022. Once bids are awarded, the City and Chamber will work to make announcements and plans for future projects.

\*FORECLOSURES*

Also new, existing properties.

Farnsworth Realty, 116 W. Historic Main St., Grantsville. (435) 882-6955, (435) 882-8200. Please call for an appointment.

\*FORECLOSURES*

FOR LEASE. $1,000.00.

PLACE YOUR AD HERE

SENIOR DISCOUNTS

TOOELE - GRANTSVILLE - SURROUNDING AREAS

435.833.9393

50% OFF for Renters Age 60 and Over

FLAT RATE: $5.00 for 4 weeks

4 rooms or less

6 rooms or over

4 rooms or less

6 rooms or over

Advertising: 882-0550

You Have Fascinating Neighbors! Read Their Stories in Every Issue!

We’re Your Hometown!

TOOELE TRANSCRIPT BULLETIN

PLACE YOUR AD HERE CALL 435.882.0050

OUR SERVICE DIRECTORY

NOW REACHING 26,000 HOMES IN TOOELE VALLEY!

CONTRACTORS

PLUMBING

PLUMBING

All Types of Work Overflow/Plumber/Drain & Rooter Services

204 E 8th St

435-843-0634

realtedplumbing@msn.com

Central Heating Services - Gas & Oil

Residential & Commercial

304 E 8th St

435-843-4444

Checking System for Home or Business

Homes Each Week in the Tooele Valley

Call 435.882.0050
Tuesdays 

**Logan shows past Truex for big win**

By Jim Storesund 

**Grantsville**

**Tues., Oct. 30, 2018**

The Wildcats dominated the Wolves for the first 35 minutes Saturday night before the San Juan defense mounted a late rally, falling short in a 34-8 loss to the Wolves.

The Wolves (7-2) were led by the trio of Luke Legas, Dominic Martin and Alton Nacua, who combined for 107 yards of offense. After a touchdown from each team in the first quarter, Logan (6-3) took control, scoring 22 unanswered points.

In the second quarter, the Wolves took a 7-0 lead on a 30-yard pass to tight end Beau Davila early in the second quarter.

The Wolves defense held Logan to no yards on their ensuing drive, but they were unable to advance on the subsequent drive.

The Wolves defense then allowed Logan to score 22 unanswered points.

In the third quarter, the Wolves took a 34-8 lead on a 4-yard touchdown run by Caleb Andersen.

In the fourth quarter, the Wolves defense held Logan to no yards on their ensuing drive, but they were unable to advance on the subsequent drive.

The Wolves defense then allowed Logan to score 22 unanswered points.

In the fifth quarter, the Wolves took a 34-8 lead on a 4-yard touchdown run by Caleb Andersen.

The Wolves defense then held Logan to no yards on their ensuing drive, but they were unable to advance on the subsequent drive.

The Wolves defense then allowed Logan to score 22 unanswered points.

In the sixth quarter, the Wolves took a 34-8 lead on a 4-yard touchdown run by Caleb Andersen.

The Wolves defense then held Logan to no yards on their ensuing drive, but they were unable to advance on the subsequent drive.

The Wolves defense then allowed Logan to score 22 unanswered points.

In the seventh quarter, the Wolves took a 34-8 lead on a 4-yard touchdown run by Caleb Andersen.

The Wolves defense then held Logan to no yards on their ensuing drive, but they were unable to advance on the subsequent drive.

The Wolves defense then allowed Logan to score 22 unanswered points.

In the eighth quarter, the Wolves took a 34-8 lead on a 4-yard touchdown run by Caleb Andersen.

The Wolves defense then held Logan to no yards on their ensuing drive, but they were unable to advance on the subsequent drive.

The Wolves defense then allowed Logan to score 22 unanswered points.

In the ninth quarter, the Wolves took a 34-8 lead on a 4-yard touchdown run by Caleb Andersen.

The Wolves defense then held Logan to no yards on their ensuing drive, but they were unable to advance on the subsequent drive.

The Wolves defense then allowed Logan to score 22 unanswered points.

In the tenth quarter, the Wolves took a 34-8 lead on a 4-yard touchdown run by Caleb Andersen.

The Wolves defense then held Logan to no yards on their ensuing drive, but they were unable to advance on the subsequent drive.

The Wolves defense then allowed Logan to score 22 unanswered points.

In the eleventh quarter, the Wolves took a 34-8 lead on a 4-yard touchdown run by Caleb Andersen.

The Wolves defense then held Logan to no yards on their ensuing drive, but they were unable to advance on the subsequent drive.

The Wolves defense then allowed Logan to score 22 unanswered points.

In the twelfth quarter, the Wolves took a 34-8 lead on a 4-yard touchdown run by Caleb Andersen.

The Wolves defense then held Logan to no yards on their ensuing drive, but they were unable to advance on the subsequent drive.

The Wolves defense then allowed Logan to score 22 unanswered points.

In the thirteenth quarter, the Wolves took a 34-8 lead on a 4-yard touchdown run by Caleb Andersen.

The Wolves defense then held Logan to no yards on their ensuing drive, but they were unable to advance on the subsequent drive.

The Wolves defense then allowed Logan to score 22 unanswered points.

In the fourteenth quarter, the Wolves took a 34-8 lead on a 4-yard touchdown run by Caleb Andersen.

The Wolves defense then held Logan to no yards on their ensuing drive, but they were unable to advance on the subsequent drive.

The Wolves defense then allowed Logan to score 22 unanswered points.

In the fifteenth quarter, the Wolves took a 34-8 lead on a 4-yard touchdown run by Caleb Andersen.

The Wolves defense then held Logan to no yards on their ensuing drive, but they were unable to advance on the subsequent drive.

The Wolves defense then allowed Logan to score 22 unanswered points.

In the sixteenth quarter, the Wolves took a 34-8 lead on a 4-yard touchdown run by Caleb Andersen.

The Wolves defense then held Logan to no yards on their ensuing drive, but they were unable to advance on the subsequent drive.

The Wolves defense then allowed Logan to score 22 unanswered points.

In the seventeenth quarter, the Wolves took a 34-8 lead on a 4-yard touchdown run by Caleb Andersen.

The Wolves defense then held Logan to no yards on their ensuing drive, but they were unable to advance on the subsequent drive.

The Wolves defense then allowed Logan to score 22 unanswered points.

In the eighteenth quarter, the Wolves took a 34-8 lead on a 4-yard touchdown run by Caleb Andersen.

The Wolves defense then held Logan to no yards on their ensuing drive, but they were unable to advance on the subsequent drive.

The Wolves defense then allowed Logan to score 22 unanswered points.

In the nineteenth quarter, the Wolves took a 34-8 lead on a 4-yard touchdown run by Caleb Andersen.

The Wolves defense then held Logan to no yards on their ensuing drive, but they were unable to advance on the subsequent drive.

The Wolves defense then allowed Logan to score 22 unanswered points.

In the twentieth quarter, the Wolves took a 34-8 lead on a 4-yard touchdown run by Caleb Andersen.

The Wolves defense then held Logan to no yards on their ensuing drive, but they were unable to advance on the subsequent drive.

The Wolves defense then allowed Logan to score 22 unanswered points.

In the twenty-first quarter, the Wolves took a 34-8 lead on a 4-yard touchdown run by Caleb Andersen.

The Wolves defense then held Logan to no yards on their ensuing drive, but they were unable to advance on the subsequent drive.

The Wolves defense then allowed Logan to score 22 unanswered points.

In the twenty-second quarter, the Wolves took a 34-8 lead on a 4-yard touchdown run by Caleb Andersen.

The Wolves defense then held Logan to no yards on their ensuing drive, but they were unable to advance on the subsequent drive.

The Wolves defense then allowed Logan to score 22 unanswered points.

In the twenty-third quarter, the Wolves took a 34-8 lead on a 4-yard touchdown run by Caleb Andersen.

The Wolves defense then held Logan to no yards on their ensuing drive, but they were unable to advance on the subsequent drive.

The Wolves defense then allowed Logan to score 22 unanswered points.

In the twenty-fourth quarter, the Wolves took a 34-8 lead on a 4-yard touchdown run by Caleb Andersen.

The Wolves defense then held Logan to no yards on their ensuing drive, but they were unable to advance on the subsequent drive.

The Wolves defense then allowed Logan to score 22 unanswered points.

In the twenty-fifth quarter, the Wolves took a 34-8 lead on a 4-yard touchdown run by Caleb Andersen.

The Wolves defense then held Logan to no yards on their ensuing drive, but they were unable to advance on the subsequent drive.

The Wolves defense then allowed Logan to score 22 unanswered points.

In the twenty-sixth quarter, the Wolves took a 34-8 lead on a 4-yard touchdown run by Caleb Andersen.

The Wolves defense then held Logan to no yards on their ensuing drive, but they were unable to advance on the subsequent drive.

The Wolves defense then allowed Logan to score 22 unanswered points.

In the twenty-seventh quarter, the Wolves took a 34-8 lead on a 4-yard touchdown run by Caleb Andersen.

The Wolves defense then held Logan to no yards on their ensuing drive, but they were unable to advance on the subsequent drive.

The Wolves defense then allowed Logan to score 22 unanswered points.

In the twenty-eighth quarter, the Wolves took a 34-8 lead on a 4-yard touchdown run by Caleb Andersen.

The Wolves defense then held Logan to no yards on their ensuing drive, but they were unable to advance on the subsequent drive.

The Wolves defense then allowed Logan to score 22 unanswered points.

In the twenty-ninth quarter, the Wolves took a 34-8 lead on a 4-yard touchdown run by Caleb Andersen.

The Wolves defense then held Logan to no yards on their ensuing drive, but they were unable to advance on the subsequent drive.

The Wolves defense then allowed Logan to score 22 unanswered points.

In the thirty-first quarter, the Wolves took a 34-8 lead on a 4-yard touchdown run by Caleb Andersen.

The Wolves defense then held Logan to no yards on their ensuing drive, but they were unable to advance on the subsequent drive.

The Wolves defense then allowed Logan to score 22 unanswered points.

In the thirty-second quarter, the Wolves took a 34-8 lead on a 4-yard touchdown run by Caleb Andersen.

The Wolves defense then held Logan to no yards on their ensuing drive, but they were unable to advance on the subsequent drive.

The Wolves defense then allowed Logan to score 22 unanswered points.

In the thirty-third quarter, the Wolves took a 34-8 lead on a 4-yard touchdown run by Caleb Andersen.

The Wolves defense then held Logan to no yards on their ensuing drive, but they were unable to advance on the subsequent drive.

The Wolves defense then allowed Logan to score 22 unanswered points.

In the thirty-fourth quarter, the Wolves took a 34-8 lead on a 4-yard touchdown run by Caleb Andersen.

The Wolves defense then held Logan to no yards on their ensuing drive, but they were unable to advance on the subsequent drive.

The Wolves defense then allowed Logan to score 22 unanswered points.

In the thirty-fifth quarter, the Wolves took a 34-8 lead on a 4-yard touchdown run by Caleb Andersen.

The Wolves defense then held Logan to no yards on their ensuing drive, but they were unable to advance on the subsequent drive.

The Wolves defense then allowed Logan to score 22 unanswered points.

In the thirty-sixth quarter, the Wolves took a 34-8 lead on a 4-yard touchdown run by Caleb Andersen.

The Wolves defense then held Logan to no yards on their ensuing drive, but they were unable to advance on the subsequent drive.

The Wolves defense then allowed Logan to score 22 unanswered points.

In the thirty-seventh quarter, the Wolves took a 34-8 lead on a 4-yard touchdown run by Caleb Andersen.

The Wolves defense then held Logan to no yards on their ensuing drive, but they were unable to advance on the subsequent drive.

The Wolves defense then allowed Logan to score 22 unanswered points.

In the thirty-eighth quarter, the Wolves took a 34-8 lead on a 4-yard touchdown run by Caleb Andersen.

The Wolves defense then held Logan to no yards on their ensuing drive, but they were unable to advance on the subsequent drive.

The Wolves defense then allowed Logan to score 22 unanswered points.

In the thirty-ninth quarter, the Wolves took a 34-8 lead on a 4-yard touchdown run by Caleb Andersen.

The Wolves defense then held Logan to no yards on their ensuing drive, but they were unable to advance on the subsequent drive.

The Wolves defense then allowed Logan to score 22 unanswered points.

In the fortieth quarter, the Wolves took a 34-8 lead on a 4-yard touchdown run by Caleb Andersen.

The Wolves defense then held Logan to no yards on their ensuing drive, but they were unable to advance on the subsequent drive.

The Wolves defense then allowed Logan to score 22 unanswered points.
**HS football scores**

**Wednesday in Minneapolis**

against 15 points and six rebounds and the Pelicans. Gobert had 23
25 points and 14 rebounds and adding a 113-104 win over the Pelicans 132-111 on Saturday.

end, defeating the New Orleans back road victories over the week-

The Jazz (4-2) picked up back-to-

**Wrap**

**Dr. Eric Heiden Dr. Daniel Gibbs Dr. Enrique Feria**

**Please join us for our Tooele**

**Open House and Ribbon Cutting**

**HEIDEN ORTHOPEDICS**

**Wednesday, November 2018**

1:00 pm - 3:00 pm

Enjoy lunch, refreshments, and meet our providers.

**Dr. Eric Heiden will have his 5 Olympic Gold Medals on display.**

2356 N 400 E Building B Ste 102

Tooele, Utah 84074

435-615-8822

**HS volleyball scores**

**Class 1A quarterfinals**

Connor Canyon 70, Murray 3

Parowan 27, Altamont 0

Millard 17, San Juan 13

Beaver 27, Delta 8

**Class 1A semifinals**

Corner Canyon 64, Murray 0

Deseret 3, Enterprise 2

**Class 1A consolation**

Diamond Ranch 3, Pinnacle 1

**Class 2A first round**

Panguitch 3, Monument Valley 0

Enterprise 3, Draper APA 0

Waterford 3, Layton Christian 0

**Class 2A quarterfinals**

Tabiona 3, Wayne 2

Enterprise 3, Millard 0

**Class 2A semifinals**

Enterprise 3, Millard 0

**Class 2A consolation**

Enterprise 3, Millard 0

**Class 3A first round**

Diamond Ranch 3, Pinnacle 1

**Class 3A quarterfinals**

Huntington 3, Desert Hills 2

Deseret 3, Enterprise 2

**Class 3A semifinals**

Deseret 3, Stansbury 0

Enterprise 3, Pine View 0

**Class 3A consolation**

Enterprise 3, Pine View 0

**Class 4A first round**

Sky View 3, Park City 0

**Class 4A quarterfinals**

Richfield 3, Goshenville 1

Grand 3, Juan Diego 1

Richfield 3, Goshenville 1

**Class 4A semifinals**

Draper APA 3, Desert Hills 0

**Class 4A consolation**

Green Canyon 3, Desert Hills 0

**Class 4A consolation**

Green Canyon 3, Desert Hills 0

**Class 6A first round**

American Fork 3,pleasant 23 yards. Richins had one catch

for a 34-yard completion. Stansbury

Defensively, Richins had a

team high tackles, including
two tackles for loss. Didrikson

and Richins each had eight

tackles and Diamond Ranch had seven.

Richins and Richins each

had a sack.

The Stallions will face Pine

view as Friday’s quarterfinal:

time at 4 pm at Stansbury Stadium.

The Panthers defeated

Stansbury 35-14 in last week’s

meeting, meaning Stansbury could have

bumps in ball execution on the
defensive side of the ball.

“I think we just need to come out,

play aggressive and play

fundamentally sound,” Richins

said. “We need to keep each other

wise. We have the skills

to be big plays instead of short

ones.”

Woodhouse was 4-for-6 for

71 yards through the air, with

Brendan Von Donwyer catching
one pass for 39 yards and

Sparkling canyon catching two

balls for 23 yards. Bivins had one catch for

nine yards.

Defensively, Richins had a

team high tackles, including

two tackles for loss. Didrikson

and Richins each had eight

tackles and Diamond Ranch had seven.

Richins and Richins each

had a sack.